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Krishna Warrier was the first editor of Akhil Vijnan Kosam, an encyclopedia in the Malayalam language. He was considered
one of the best literary editors of his time. Often he worked with Mahatma Gandhi. Illyan Kalan wrote on behalf of Gujarat as a
representative of the people. After Kalan's death, his son, Rajpal, also served as editor. The Wordsworth brothers approved of
Akhil Vijnanan Kosam and highly valued Wordsweet's writings. Many of them were keepers of periodicals. In 1860,
Wordsmith was appointed administrator of the Manali Working School. However, when he was appointed to protect Bishar
Bhattacharya, the construction of the new temple was delayed. Bhattachrya writes: "Having been instructed to clean the temple,
I went to Manali, where Vordset received me. After a short conversation, I left Manali and returned to Calcutta. A week later,
Vordset, who had a representative office in Calcutta, sent me a letter of apology and with the obligation to restore the temple as
soon as possible "I was sent to Mandagati again, this time to protect the hands of Krishnaratha Ramakrishna. This went on
several times until the temple was finally cleared." Wordsweet was discharged from Australia on July 20, 1891, and assumed the
position of vice director of the monuments department. His new position included surveying all state and public architectural
monuments, as well as compiling lists of buildings to be re-erected and subject to return to British possession.His next article on
World War I was first published in India Today on January 4, 1923. He died on January 19, 1925 in South London and is buried
in Obihiro Cemetery in Kalkhill (home of the Hayman family). The building currently houses the Museum of Colonial
Architecture. Consists of three rooms. The first is a portrait of Wordslet, his three encyclopedic dictionaries and clippings from
magazines. The second is photographs of buildings from his collection, taken throughout British India during his years of
government. The third is archaeological finds found during his trips to India and brought to him as a gift. The room is called
"Hospitable House". The museum is located in a part of the complex built in 9
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